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thus can extend the range of language the teaching of
which can have immediate visual associations.
The ideal gradation after the first stage is passed, is to*
pass to topics of common home life, the bias being still
towards ike concrete rather than the reflective, with large
wall pictures of the very commonest scenes of ordinary Indian
life as a supplementary aid. If such pictures are not yet
on the market, some help may be available from illus-
trations in periodicals or even from picture post-cards,
but the production of a set of scenes of Indian domestic
life to be used in the training of teachers of English and
in the class-room afterwards should be included as part
of the provision made for the teaching of 'English in
every Indian province.
At this point we may leave the topic of the choice of
vocabulary for the moment, in order to consider the use
to which that vocabulary should be put.
vocabulary practice
Pupils' Question Practice
(a) We have already mentioned that sentence practice
should continue from the outset An important point
to note here is that the pupil ?iot the teacher should da
-most of the speaking, and that all pupils in a class should
have as much practice as is compatible with the securing
of accuracy by the teacher's help. A common means of
enlisting the pupil's activity is by question and answer
practice, and this may be included as one expedient in
our procedure. It is not, however, the only one, and
where the teacher does all the questioning and the pupils,
all the answering the result in the pupil's language
progress is ones-ided. The pupils should practise question-
ing as well as the teacher. One means of securing this
practice is for the teacher to set answers to which the
pupil can find suitable questions, and in this case
there is no need for him to put his answer in complete-
sentences—e.g.,
< On the desk/    (Where is the book ?)
' At four this afternoon/   (When do we go home ?)
' Because he is hungry.'    (Why does Mohan Lai
eat breakfast ?)

